International Driving TREC Rules
PTV DATA SHEET
5 – TURNING AROUND ON THE SPOT
FEATURES
- Width of the entry gate 3 meters minimum.
- Circle diameter 1.50 meters
- Distance between the entry gate and the circle 20 to 25 meters
- The obstacle involves turning around (180°) while keeping one of the wheels inside the circle,
leaving the obstacle on the same track as when entering.
EQUIPMENT
- 2 red flags
- 2 white flags
- 1 number
- Marking of the obstacle route: sand, plaster, etc.
OBJECTIVES
Turning around with one wheel remaining in the circle
EFFECTIVENESS FAULTS
-

Entering and leaving another zone other than the central zone
Running out
Stepping back
Refusal
Circling

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
-

The circle is divided into two halves
The first half is divided into three equal portions
Central portion = 10 points
Portions on each side = 5 points.
Second half = 0 point.
The turn must be made without touching the outer edge of the second half of the circle

.

PENALITES
- No whip in the hand
- Brutality
- Dangerous driving
- Foot or wheel outside
- Driver or groom stepping down from the carriage
- Carriage tipped
- Uncorrected course error
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International Driving TREC Rules
PTV SCORE SHEET
5 – TURNING AROUND ON THE SPOT
CORRIDOR
N°
Cordon de chaux

STEWARD:
Rider N°

E-

1,50 m

P = TOTAL

0

E

5
10
5
S
15 à 20 m

Traces de peinture

MARKING SCHEME: E - P
Effectiveness E
Penalty P
Coming out of segment
in the centre

10

Coming out in one of the
segments on each side 5
Coming out of the sector 0

No whip in the hand
-10
Brutality
-10
Dangerous driving
-10
Touching the 2nd half of the circle - 10
Foot on ground: driver or groom
- 30
Tipped carriage
-50
Error of course
eliminated

A mark of 0 for effectiveness or as a penalty leads to an overall mark of 0
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